About Book:
A real jewel and satisfaction behind a
successful homoeopathic practice lies in
providing a holistic (wholistic) healing to
a diseased patient. A key for such
practice lies in having a sound
understanding upon What constitutes
Whole in Health and in Disease, thus
touching the root or core as we as
homoeopaths always yearn for.
This book is all about understanding the
“whole” human being step-by-step and
reaching the deepest core. It provides
guidelines in understanding what
constitutes the Whole in Health thus
making it easy to follow its deviated form
in
Disease.
The
scientific

correlation of the idea with the
various universal laws and the
latest developments in physics
described in this book is the real
charm of the journey as it not only
makes the entire ride a very interesting
one for its reader but also gives a firm
footage to the narrated ideas.
Benefits of such deeper understanding
of human core in practice is seen as a
long term deeper healing produced in a
patient besides subjective relief at their
mind, body levels; these are well
demonstrated as documented cases at
the end of the book.

This book is a reflection of his journey into
the filed of homoeopathy so far
understanding a human is concerned, a dive
in the ocean himself, where Dinesh shares
his learning experiences, it yearns to
navigate those who wish to take a dive in the
ocean of homoeopathy.

About Author:
Dr. Dinesh Chauhan is a renowned
Homoeopath who is extremely popular
amongst the students from India and
abroad for his lectures, elaborated
explanation about the art of case taking
and live cases. A parallel correlation of
his subject with the universe, mystic,
human philosophy as well as physics, a
spontaneous and constant exchange of
humour and dialogues with the
participants are the benchmark of his
lectures that not only reflects his hold on
the subject he touches but also makes his
lecture a very joyous, lively and trouble
free ride for his students.
He is practicing since past eight years as a
classical homoeopath and he thoroughly
enjoys teaching homoeopathy. A visiting
lecturer at the Virar Homoeopathic Medical
College, Mumbai, he is a panellist in the
School of Classical Homoeopathy for the
international students along with Dr. Rajan
Sankaran and his team.
He was instrumental in putting together Dr.
Rajan Sankaran‟s books – „An Insight into
Plants” – Volume I and II.
He travels to various countries like
Denmark, U.K., South Africa, Korea,
Japan, etc for his seminars. Clinical
courses conducted by him and Dr. Urvi
Chauhan, his wife are getting popular
amongst various participants; so far
students from South Africa, Canada,
Austria, Israel, Korea, Japan, Portugal,
Lithuania, Germany and Ireland have
taken benefits of this course at their clinic.

About Publisher:
Dr. Urvi Chauhan is the head of
Swasthya Homoeopathic Healing and
organizes various events and courses
under its mother banner in partnership
with Dr.Dinesh Chauhan; that includes
“Clinical course” for foreign delegates,
“ABJF”-a Not-for Profit organization for
Indian homoeopaths; she heads the
“Philosia publications” which has
published two DVD sets and two
books authored by Dr. Dinesh namely
A Journey into the Human core and A
Wander with A Little Wonder: ChildCentric Case-witnessing ( she was the
chief editor for both the books); Besides
she designs Books, Brochures,- all
the Art work for the book A Wander with
A Little Wonder including the cover
page is designed by her; all the
swasthya clinic‟s brochures are
designed by her and many are written
by her as well.
Regular contributor to various national
as well as international Homoeopathic
journals, she is one of the panellists on
web portal Hpathy.com. Presently
editing third book by Dinesh ChauhanA Journey into the case witnessing
process”, she has written the book by
Dr.Rajan Sankaran “An Insight into
Plants” Volume III.
Kindly visit- www.homeohome.com for
further information.
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